Abstract

The key role of environment as a first-class abstraction in the engineering of MAS (multi-agent systems) is today generally acknowledged in the MAS community. However, the support for the notion of environment in today AOSE (agent-oriented software engineering) methodologies is still either absent, weak, or incomplete at best.

In this paper we first review, classify and compare existing AOSE methodologies according to their support for the notion of MAS environment. Then we suggest a general approach for extending existing AOSE methodologies toward full environment support.

1 Introduction

Different perspectives exist on the role that environment plays within agent systems: however, it is clear at least that all non-agent elements of a multi-agent system (MAS) are typically considered to be part of the MAS environment. Such elements typically include databases, Web services, communication infrastructures, physical devices, as well as the topology of the physical or virtual spatial domain [45]. Current practice in MAS considers the environment as an implicit part of the MAS that is often dealt with in ad hoc way. Indeed, following [45], we think that the environment should be considered as an explicit part of MAS, to be modelled and designed as a first-class abstraction. Along this line, MAS environment should be explicitly accounted for in the engineering of MAS, working as a new design dimension for agent-oriented software engineering (AOSE) methodologies.

While this general perspective on MAS environment is commonly shared in the agent community [46], today AOSE methodologies actually provide little or even no support to the modelling and design of MAS environment: for instance, a number of them—such as PASSI [7] and INGENIAS [34]—just support environment modelling, while others do not consider MAS environment at
all. Even more, it is often difficult to understand how the concept of environment is actually supported by AOSE methodologies, also in the cases when it is explicitly mentioned. In the PASSI meta-model, for instance, the modelling of environment—from the agent’s viewpoint—is somehow “hidden” in the ontology description, and is scarcely highlighted; then, typical environmental elements like physical resources are represented as mere agent-related entities and are strangely not related to the ontology description. At the best of our knowledge, currently only three methodologies, SODA [25], OperA + Environment [9] and ADELFE [3], provide explicit support for both modelling and design of the environment in a MAS: however, each of them introduces its own characterisation of the environment, its constituents and topology.

Since a commonly shared viewpoint is lacking, it is seemingly useful first of all to analyse several AOSE methodologies studying the support they provide for the environment. The aim of this study is to understand how the different AOSE methodologies model and design the environment, and what environment abstractions and topology abstractions they provide. Hence, our aim here is not to present a general-purpose survey of AOSE methodologies, but rather to review the most relevant representatives by adopting the environment viewpoint—understanding if and how they deal with the engineering of MAS environment, in fact. As our first contribution, in this paper we classify AOSE methodologies in three different groups: (strong-env) strong environment viewpoint—methodologies that support both modelling and design of MAS environment; (weak-env) weak environment viewpoint—methodologies that support only the modelling of MAS environment; (no-env) no environment viewpoint—methodologies that do not explicitly model MAS environment. Accordingly, we first characterise the notion of environment in MAS (Section 2), then we detail our classification of AOSE methodologies (Section 3).

Next, we focus on the second contribution of this paper: in Section 4, we show how an explicit notion of MAS environment could be generally introduced in any AOSE methodology. Starting from no-env AOSE methodologies, we suggest how to transform them in weak-env methodologies (Subsection 4.2), and subsequently in strong-env methodologies (Subsection 4.3). Related works are presented in Section 5, then conclusions and future works follow in Section 6.

2 Environment

The MAS approach to software development is based on the idea of modelling software as a composition of autonomous entities, i.e. agents, situated in a common computational and/or physical environment, and interacting with each other and with resources in order to achieve individual and social goals.

Traditionally, the environment of a multi-agent system is however considered simply as the deployment context where agents are immersed in—which includes e.g. the communication infrastructure, the network topology, the physical resources available. In this case, the environment of a MAS is basically considered as an output of system analysis, and designers are passively subject to it. On the other hand, it is now increasingly recognised that the environment is a true design dimension of multi-agent applications [45]. It can encapsulate a significant portion of the system’s complexity, in terms of services, mechanisms and responsibilities that the agents can fruitfully be freed of. So, along the line
of [42], in this paper we adopt a notion of environment that is not limited to the *external (MAS) environment* — the deployment context where the MAS has to work within —, instead we mostly focus on the *agent environment*, that is, the portion of the MAS that is external to the agents, but is anyhow part of the MAS and subject to the work of MAS engineers.

Accordingly, as far engineering is concerned, we recognise at least two main ingredients shaping the agent environment, which will be describe in detail in this section: environment abstractions—entities of the environment encapsulating some functions—and topology abstractions—entities of MAS environment that support the (either logical or physical) spatial structure.

### 2.1 Environment Abstractions

Following the work in [42], we start by considering a meta-model for MAS where the agent abstraction is not the only one populating the MAS: rather, we see also the MAS environment as decomposed in building blocks we call *environment abstractions*. An environment abstraction is an entity of the MAS environment encapsulating some functions or services for the agents. An agent perceives the existence of such abstractions in the environment, and it has a (possibly implicit) awareness of the opportunities they provide, and accordingly interacts with them in order to achieve individual as well as social goals. From the development viewpoint, environment abstractions are seen as *loci* where the designer can enforce rules, norms, and functions, regulating the agent social behaviour.

The notion of environment abstraction is a means for interpreting a number of components and entities that existing researches in the MAS context introduced which populates the MAS environment, both at the conceptual and at the implementation levels—all of them sharing the idea of being the target of agent interaction. Most existing infrastructures for agent environment are in fact seen as providing some incarnation of environment abstractions for the application at hand. Examples include *tuple centres* in TuCSoN [31], *co-fields* in TOTA [24], *shared virtual environments* of the automatic guided vehicles application in [47], *stigmergic fields* of the infrastructure for military operations in [38], *e-institution scenes* in AMELI [15], and so on.

Figure 1 provides a visualisation of how the concept of environment abstraction fits the different layers of a MAS—as discussed in detail in [42] [48]. At the lower layer the whole MAS (agents and environment) is immersed in a software and hardware deployment context; at the middleware layer, agent infrastructures (e.g. Jade [21]) are coupled with environment infrastructures—TOTA, TuCSoN, and the other above mentioned ones. At the application layer, while the former provides the agent abstraction (circles in the picture) —agent life-cycle, and typically direct agent communication—the latter provides environment abstractions (boxes in the picture), with which agents interact by an action/perception mechanism resembling more closely physical action rather than communication.

### 2.2 Topology Abstractions

Other than considering the various abstractions populating the environment, it is also useful to consider its spatial structure, or *topology*. In particular, abstrac-
tions that support topology as a first-class notion should be eventually considered part of AOSE methodologies—which is what we call *topology abstractions*. As a general definition, a topology is seen as a collection of neighbourhood sets, providing a structured notion of locality for the MAS, from local aspects up to the whole shape of the MAS. When considering a MAS as made of situated agents and environment abstractions, it is then natural to conceive MAS topology as a collection of sets of agents and environment abstractions. This affects notions like visibility among agents – whether an agent can see and communicate with another one –, visibility between agents and environment abstractions – whether an agent can see and interact with an environment abstraction –, and agent mobility—which new neighborhood can be reached by an agent. This concept is rather important in MAS, because the visibility and accessibility of other entities strictly identifies which goals can be delegated (to other agents), and which services can be obtained (by environment abstractions), ultimately defining agent capability of achieving its goals. In many cases, the concept of topology is tied with the physical structure of the deployment context, including both the network topology and the real physical environment—as in the case of robot environment—but in general it can suitably take into account a virtual notion of space.

As an example we consider two MAS infrastructures from the literature, TOTA [24] and CArtAgO [37], which explicitly deal with the notion of environment topology. In TOTA the environment is seen as a dynamic network of nodes, hence its structure is determined by the neighbourhood relations. TOTA assumes networking capability for recognising connection and disconnection events. The specific nature of the network scenario determines how each node can find its neighbours, and the overall logical structure of the TOTA network. Nodes host agents, which can move step-by-step, and each node has a local tuple space abstraction used to support the fabric of co-fields.

CArtAgO is a general-purpose infrastructure for environments, based on arti-
facts as an incarnation of the notion of environment abstraction—following the A&A meta-model [36]. CartAgO adopts the concept of workspace as a topology abstraction that can be used to define the topology of the computational environment. A workspace can be defined as an open set of artifacts and agents: artifacts can be dynamically added to or removed from workspaces, agents can dynamically enter or exit workspaces. A workspace is typically spread over the nodes of an underlying network infrastructure. Workspaces define topologies to structure agents and artifacts organisation and interaction, in particular workspaces are used as scopes for event generation and perception.

We note that even though the interplay between environment abstractions and topology abstractions can be considered as a key point in the modelling and design of the environment, existing MAS approaches generally do not explicitly take into account either of them [2]. This happens in spite of the fact that a large class of problems is characterised by unavoidable spatial features—several domains deal with space itself (e.g. geographical location) or a model of it (e.g. information flow in an organisational structure)—and by non-autonomous computational entities in the environment playing a significant role in the overall MAS goals. In particular, very few AOSE methodologies provide an explicit support for this sort of environment representation.

3 AOSE Methodologies & Environment

In this section we review some of the most significant AOSE methodologies according to their approach to the engineering of MAS environment. First of all we classify the methodologies in three different groups, and explain the rationale of this choice (Subsection 3.1). Then we overview the methodologies according to the previous classification. In particular, Subsection 3.2 presents the so-called strong-env methodologies, Subsection 3.3 illustrates weak-env methodologies, while no-env methodologies are presented in Subsection 3.4.

3.1 Classification of AOSE Methodologies

As mentioned in the introduction, one of the goals of this paper is to study AOSE methodologies in order to understand how they deal with the engineering of MAS environment. In particular, we focus on how methodologies model and design the environment, and on what kind of environment abstractions and topology abstractions they provide MAS engineers with. Among the many methodologies proposed in the AOSE field, in this paper we review a significant set of them, including Gaia [52,51], PASSI [7,8], Tropos [18,4], Prometheus [33,32], ADELFE [3,35], MESSAGE [5,17], INGENIAS [34,20], MaSE [11,49], ROADMAP [22], OperA+Environment [9] and SODA [26,25].

Each of these methodologies has obviously its own strengths and drawbacks. For example, Tropos is a good methodology for the requirements capturing and analysis but it does not consider environment engineering, while SODA is good in the environment engineering but does not say enough on requirements capturing. In this paper, however, our aim is not to present a classical, general-purpose survey and comparison of methodologies. Rather, we stick to the viewpoint of engineering MAS environment, and try to provide the reader with a clear overview of how existing AOSE methodologies deal with it. So, our classification
should not be taken as a statement of why a certain methodology is better or worse than another, but just as a measure of how much it supports MAS engineers in dealing with the environment.

Accordingly, though AOSE methodologies are quite heterogeneous, in this paper it is obviously useful to classify them according to the extent by which they tackle environment in MAS:

**strong-env** *Strong environment viewpoint*: this kind of methodologies allow MAS engineers to both model and design the environment at every stage of the methodology.

**weak-env** *Weak environment viewpoint*: methodologies belonging to this category take into account only the modelling of the environment.

**no-env** *No environment viewpoint*: in short, these methodologies do not consider environment at all, at least explicitly.

The difference between strong-env and weak-env methodologies is crucial here: in the former case, MAS engineers can fully design the environment through suitable dedicated abstractions provided by the methodology; in the latter case, environment structure and behaviour are taken as given a priori, and MAS engineers can only model them. In other terms, weak-env methodologies mostly deal with a notion of MAS environment as the external environment, while strong-env methodologies typically recognise the existence of an agent environment within a MAS that can be suitably modelled and designed.

### 3.2 Strong-Env Methodologies

Methodologies in the *strong-env* category promote MAS environment as a first-class abstraction [45] in the modelling and design of MAS since the early phases of the development process. In this category we find ADELFE, SODA and OperA+Environment.

#### 3.2.1 ADELFE

ADELFE [3][35] has the Rational Unified Process (RUP) [23] tailored to take into account specificities of the design of adaptive MASs. In particular, the environment is studied since the WorkDefinition 2 (WD2, Final Requirements) stage, where MAS environment is characterised in terms of the entities (passive or active) that interact with the MAS. An *active entity* can behave autonomously and is able to dynamically interact with the system, instead a *passive entity* can be considered as a resource exploited by the system, which cannot change in an autonomous way (these will later become objects of the environment). In the subsequent stage, MAS context is studied through the interactions between the entities and the system. Finally, the environment is described in the terms of *accessibility, continuity, determinism* and *dynamism*.

In the WD3 (Analysis) stage, active entities are split in two sets: *cooperative* entities (that will become agents), and the *active entities* that autonomously evolve without having a goal. The latter are autonomous resource or active objects, and will remain simple objects in the environment. Afterwards, in WD3 interactions between entities (passive and active) are designed by means of standard UML [41] sequences or collaboration diagrams, as advised by RUP. Then,
the design of “environment abstractions” (passive and active entities) is done according to the RUP guidelines, determining packages, classes and using traditional design patterns. This implicitly defines the behaviour of the environment abstractions. Also, the topology of environment is implicitly defined by means of an agent’s internal module called “representation module”, which enables agents to create their own representation of the environment it perceives, and also by means of the study of MAS context in WD2.

3.2.2 SODA

SODA [25][26] is a methodology that focuses on interaction-related issues, like the engineering of societies and environments for MASs. In SODA the environment is studied since the requirement analysis step, where it is first characterised in terms of the “legacy systems” with which the MAS is required to interact. The abstract entity relation is there used to model the relationship among requirements and legacy systems. In the analysis step, the environment is modelled by means of functions, reactive activities that aimed at supporting other active activities (called tasks). Functions can either come from the legacy-system entities, or be designed ex-novo starting from the requirements. The structure of the environment is also modelled in terms of topologies, which are topological constraints over the environment. In particular, topologies could be also derived from functions, and could influence the achievement of the MAS tasks. In the analysis step the interactions among tasks and functions (and among functions themselves) are captured by means of dependencies that represent any sort of relationship among the abstract entities.

Then, in the architectural design stage, functions are assigned to resources (which are the abstractions providing functions by means of operations), topologies generate workspaces [37], and dependencies generate interactions. Workspaces are conceptual loci in the environment. An operation is characterised by a name and a set of parameters; roles (entities responsible for the achievement of tasks) interact with resources, allocated in the workspaces perceived by roles, by invoking operations and observing events generated from them. Interactions are defined as rules, which aim at enabling and bounding both the behaviour of the abstract entities (roles and resources) and the space of interactions.

Finally in the detailed design, resources are assigned to artifacts [29]. In addition also the interactions are mapped onto artifacts. As a result, artifacts construct and bound the space of interactions among agents and between agents and other artifacts, and allow agent societies to be engineered. Workspaces are the same defined in analysis phase, but in this phase a workspace can be defined as an open set of artifacts and agents: artifacts can be dynamically added to or removed from workspaces, agents can dynamically enter (join) or exit workspaces.

3.2.3 OperA + Environment

The OperA+Environment approach [9] adopts the analysis from OperA [14], a methodology that uses organisation structures and provides for open agent systems. The authors have refined the OperA with the introduction of the environment model and of the design phase.
The environment model in the analysis phase specifies the resources that are available for the agents, like databases, etc. The model also specifies the available services. These can be like white or yellow pages, but also the Mathematica package that supports all kinds of calculations. In the model also specifies the way the system can interact with the environment.

In the design phase the Infrastructure Model makes use of the design models from two existing methodologies: SODA [27] and Gaia [50]. This model consists of a resource model, a service model, and a model of coordination facilities. Each resource model contains a specification of the resource (e.g. document, database, or library) in terms of various qualities and quantities, access permissions, and admissible actions. The service model defines which services (e.g. any activity that processes information) can be delivered to a certain service request. The services can be defined as abstract operations in terms of input and output functionality. For each service, the model specifies the permissions needed to use the service by an agent playing a certain role. It also specifies the quality of service, such as the maximal delay in providing the service, the format of messages it can process, and the protocols it can support. Finally, coordination facilities are mechanisms that can be used by the agents to coordinate their activities. Examples are synchronization, tuple spaces, subscribe notify design pattern, or various types of protocols.

### 3.2.4 Strong-env Methodologies at a Glance

Table 2 summarises how the methodologies support the key elements of strong environment viewpoint, and classifies them along four dimensions: environment abstractions, behaviour of abstractions, interaction, and topology abstractions.

### 3.3 Weak-Env Methodologies

Methodologies in this category take into account the environment as an entity which is given a priori, which MAS engineers can only model. Environment modelling may occur at different stages of methodologies. In this category we find Gaia, PASSI, MESSAGE, INGENIAS, Prometheus, and ROADMAP.

#### 3.3.1 Gaia

Gaia [51][52] drives the designer in the development of MAS by means of the identification of several organisational models and the interaction among them. In Gaia, MAS environment is studied since the analysis phase, in particular the
environmental model is intended to make explicit the features of the environment in which the MAS will be immersed. The identification and modelling of the environment involves determining all the entities and resources that the MAS can exploit. Gaia suggests treating the environment in terms of abstract computational resources (such as variables or tuples) made available to agents for sensing, effecting or consuming. Following such identification, the environmental model can be viewed as a list of resources characterised by the type of the actions that the agents can perform on it. In the preliminary role model roles are related to environment by means of permissions. Permissions discipline how roles can access to environmental resources and possibly change or consume them. In order to represent permissions, Gaia adopts the same notation used for environmental resources. However, the attributes associated with resources no longer represent what can be done with such resources (i.e., reading, writing, or consuming) from an environmental perspective, but rather what the agents playing the role are be allowed to do (or not to do) to accomplish the role’s goal(s).

In the architectural design, the preliminary role model is completed by the addition of roles generated by the architectural choice. For each new role, permissions associated to environmental resources are defined. In the detailed design, agents are associated with roles, so that agents are related to environmental resources.

### 3.3.2 PASSI

PASSI (Process for Agent Societies Specification and Implementation, [7][8]) is a step-by-step methodology for the design and development of multi-agent societies. In PASSI, the environment is studied since the Agent Society Model, in particular in the Ontology Description Phase. In the Domain Ontology Description, agents know the environment through the abstractions of Concepts (categories, entities of the domain), Predicates (describing the state of the instance of concepts that actually occur in the environment), and Actions (performed in the domain), along with their mutual relationship. In the Communication Ontology Description the agent interactions are represented: in each communication, it is important to introduce the proper data structures (selected from elements in Domain Ontology Description) within each agent in order to store the exchanged data. In the PASSI meta-model the concept of Resource also appears, which represents a tangible entity of the environment with which agents can interact, and which is a part of agents’ environment awareness. This concept only relates with agents, and no relation exists with ontology elements.

In the Role Description Phase PASSI introduces a relationship called Resource Dependency: a role depends on another for the availability of an entity (indicated by a resource name). However, it is unclear whether this resource is the same that appears in the meta-model.

### 3.3.3 MESSAGE

MESSAGE [5, 17] has adopted the Rational Unified Process (RUP) as a generic software engineering project lifecycle framework. MESSAGE adopts the abstraction of Resource as a Concrete Element in the system. Resource is used to represent non-autonomous entities such as databases or external programs.
used by Agents. Standard object-oriented concepts are adequate for modelling Resources.

Then, in the analysis phase, several views take into account the concept of resource. In particular the Organisation view shows Concrete Entities (Agents, Organisations, Roles, Resources) in the system and its environment, as well as coarse-grained relationships between them (aggregation, power, and acquaintance relationships). An acquaintance relationship indicates the existence of at least one Interaction involving the entities concerned. In addition, the Domain view shows the domain specific concepts and relations that are relevant for the system under development. The Agent/Role view specifies for each agent/role what resources it controls.

The purpose of the design phase is to define computational entities that represent the MAS appearing at the analysis level. Analysis entities are thus translated into subsystem, interface, classes, operation signatures, algorithms, objects, object diagrams, and other computational concepts.

3.3.4 INGENIAS

INGENIAS [20][34] provides a notation for modelling MAS, and a well-defined collection of activities to guide the development process of MAS from tasks to code generation. INGENIAS uses the concept of viewpoint as MESSAGE. Each viewpoint in INGENIAS is constructed following two sets of activities structured into activity diagrams: one set aims at elaborating the view at the analysis level, whereas the other focuses on the design. In particular the Environment Viewpoint defines the entities with which the MAS interacts, which could be Resources (such as CPU, File Descriptors or memory), Other Agents (from existing organisations), and Applications (expressing the perception and action of the agents, producing the events that can be observed).

In the Development Process INGENIAS suggests to identify in first place all the software systems (usually non-agent based) that will coexist with the MAS. By using the environmental model, it is possible to consider dependencies—in terms of agents’ perceptions and actions—with legacy and proprietary systems from the beginning.

3.3.5 Prometheus

Prometheus [32][33] is intended to be a practical methodology: it aims at being complete and detailed, and to be usable by industrial software developer. In Prometheus the environment is modelled since the System Specification phase. In particular, the environment is defined by describing the percepts available to the system, the actions that it will be able to perform, and any external data that are available as well as any external bodies of code.

In the Architectural Design phase the environment appears in the design of the overall structure of the systems: the overview diagram captures the agent types, the boundaries of the system, and its interface in terms of actions and perceptions, but also in terms of data and code that are external to the system.

In the Detailed Design phase the overview diagram is used to develop internals of agents and interaction protocols.
3.3.6 ROADMAP

The ROADMAP [22] methodology extends the first version of Gaia with several features: support for requirements gathering, explicit models to describe the domain knowledge and the execution environment, levels of abstraction during the analysis phase, to allow iterative decomposition of the system, explicit models and representations of social aspects and individual agent characteristics, from the analysis phase to the final implementation, runtime reflection, modelling mechanisms to reason and change the social aspects and individual agent characteristics at runtime. The environment model is proposed to provide a holistic description of the system environment and provides both the environment abstractions and the modelling of the topology. By formally describing the environment, the authors create a knowledge foundation on which environment changes are handled consistently. The environment model is derived from the use-case model. The model contains a tree hierarchy of zones in the environment, and a set of zone schema to describe each zone in the hierarchy. A zone schema includes a text description of the zone, and the following attributes: static objects, objects, constraints, sources of uncertainty and assumptions made about the zone. Static objects are entities in the environment whose existences are known to the agents, with which the agents do not interact explicitly. Objects are similar entities with which agents interact. Sources of uncertainty in the environment are identified and analysed. The zone hierarchy uses OO-like inheritance and aggregation to relate zones and various objects inside zones.

3.3.7 Weak-env Methodologies at a Glance

Table 3 summarises the environment-related abstractions adopted by weak-env methodologies. This table, unlike Table 2, only presents environment and topology abstractions, while other columns are omitted: the behaviour of the abstractions is omitted because here MAS environment is only modelled and not designed, while interaction is omitted because it is explicitly designed in every methodology.
3.4 No-Env Methodologies

Methodologies in this category do not deal with the concept of MAS environment. Tropos and MaSE can be taken as the representatives of this category.

3.4.1 Tropos

Tropos [4][18] is a requirements-driven methodology and adopts the abstractions offered by i*, a modelling framework proposing concepts such as actor (actors can be agents, positions or roles), as well as social dependencies among actors, including goal, softgoal, task and resource dependencies. These concepts are used in all software development phases of Tropos, from the early requirements analysis down to the actual implementation. Resources are always involved in dependencies among actors. A resource is not an abstraction that models the environment, instead it could be thought of as an item for knowledge exchange among actors: more precisely, a resource represents a physical or an informational entity that one actor may want and another could deliver.

3.4.2 MaSE

MaSE [11][49] guides a designer through the software lifecycle from a prose specification to an implemented agent system. MaSE is independent of a particular MAS architecture, agent architecture, programming language, or message-passing system. The abstractions used by MaSE are goals, tasks, roles and agents. Each goal is associated to the role that achieves it. Any mention of separate machines or other forms of distribution requires one role for each “side” of the distributed relationship. Interfacing with an external source is the same. One role may interface with the source while another may be required to bridge the gap back to the system. This is also true for any database, file interface, or user interface in the system. A user interface implies a role by itself, and should be separated from other roles as if it were a distinct data source. Then role are assigned to agents—so in the end everything is an agent in MaSE.

3.4.3 No-env Methodologies at a Glance

In this subsection we have shortly reviewed two different examples of methodologies that do not explicitly consider the environment, yet. Typically in this kind of methodologies the environment is not totally forgot, instead it is typically represented by means of agents—so, not as a first-class entity. A common viewpoint that we share [45] is that using agents for modelling everything means somehow to pervert the nature of the agent abstraction itself. For instance, the agent abstraction is not the most suitable one for modelling resources, for which crucial agent concepts like autonomy and proactiveness simply do not apply.

4 Introducing Environment in AOSE Methodologies through Artifacts

In this section we present a viable approach to introducing the notion of environment within existing AOSE methodologies. First of all, we identify some environment-related abstractions among the existing AOSE methodologies and
MAS infrastructures that could be general enough to fit most methodologies (Subsection 4.1). Among the available alternatives, in this paper we experiment with the abstractions introduced by the A&A meta-model [36] – namely, artifacts and workspaces, which are adopted by the SODA methodology, and provided by the CArtAgO infrastructure. While this choice is obviously not the only possible, in the remainder of this section we discuss how AOSE methodologies can be extended with artifacts and workspaces to generally deal with the engineering of environment in MAS. We also suggest that this approach is potentially applicable to every AOSE methodology, since it does not require many changes: the only modifications required concern the design of the interaction protocols that tie the agents to the environmental entities, and obviously also the insertion of the proposed environmental models into all the phases of the methodology to be extended.

In the discussion that follows, we keep no-env and weak-env methodologies distinct: whereas they both do not have a complete handling of environment, they have anyway a different approach toward it. So, in the next subsections we first show how to introduce environment in no-env methodology (Subsection 4.2), then discuss how to transform a weak-env methodology in a strong-env one (Subsection 4.3).

4.1 Environment and Topology Abstractions

When dealing with the introduction of the environment in a methodology, the first issue to consider is the choice of the most suitable environment abstraction. The notion of environment abstraction as introduced in Section 2 is a high-level notion: while it is a good way for discussing about the environment in general, it might be practical to exploit a more concrete notion at the methodological level. In fact, since it is an abstraction over the real entities used by infrastructures, there is no clear definition of its concrete structure. Instead, it is useful to answer questions such as “how to model the environment abstractions?”, and “how to design the environment abstractions?”.

In order to choose a proper concrete environment abstraction it might be useful to take inspiration from the abstractions already used by both existing infrastructures for MAS and AOSE methodologies. The entities provided by infrastructures seem to be too specific because they are typically conceived for a particular application domain, so they are not easy to adapt to general modelling—as required by a general-purpose methodology. On the other hand, AOSE methodologies—especially in the methodologies in the weak-env group—use very different notions of environment abstractions, belonging to different cognitive levels: from lower level ones such as external data and code, ontologies and objects, to higher level ones such as resources, abstract computational resources, and artifacts.

This problem, associated with the typical openness requirements for MAS, leads to see the agent interaction space as spanning over different levels. There, agents cannot interact with the other components (agents and environment abstractions) of the MAS in an uniform way: they communicate with each other via high-level languages, while often using lower-level languages – one for each different kind of environment abstraction – as a way to interact with the environment. From the general software engineering point of view this situation is not acceptable because it produces an unnecessary complication in the engi-
neering of both the agent internal structure and the interaction protocols. The proliferation of environment abstractions seems to be more a drawback than a strength because it does promote a clear and common view of environment engineering. In addition it also seems an obstacle in the path toward the creation of a general purpose AOSE methodology.

Seemingly, one of the most promising environment abstraction is the notion of artifact—as highlighted in Subsection 2.1. In fact, artifacts are generally defined as both conceptual and runtime entities that mediate agent activities [43], providing some kind of function or service that agents can fruitfully exploit to achieve their individual or social objectives. In particular, in the Agents & Artifacts (A&A) meta-model [28][30] recently proposed for MAS engineering, artifacts—along with agents—are adopted as the basic building blocks to engineer complex software systems. Artifacts are the basic abstractions to represent passive, function-oriented building blocks, which are constructed and used by agents, either individually or cooperatively, during their working activities. Many sorts of artifact can populate a MAS: in particular, artifacts are used to mediate between individual agents and the MAS (individual artifacts), to build up agent societies (social artifacts), and to mediate between a MAS and an external resource (environmental artifacts) [29]. In addition, artifacts have been fruitfully introduced in a methodology (SODA) already, thus showing a possible path for introducing artifacts within a methodology.

The second issue concerns the choice of the most suitable abstraction for modelling MAS topology. As for the environment abstraction, there is the need of a general-purpose abstraction able to capture different deployment contexts. However, differently from the environment abstraction case, the topology abstractions provided by both MAS infrastructures and AOSE methodologies are few, and the level of abstraction provided by them is very low. Here, workspaces—introduced by C\textit{A}rt\textit{A}g\textit{O} in the A&A meta-model and adopted also by SODA—seem a suitable choice since they are enough general for abstracting every topology, and are also closely tied with the concept of artifact.

4.2 From No-Env to Weak-Env Methodologies

The introduction of the environment in a methodology implies a significant modification of the first phases of the methodology, and as a consequence a partial modification of the other phases.

Requirement Specification

The first step is a thorough analysis of the requirements specification with the following goals—see Figure 4-top:

(i) Detecting the presence of legacy systems that the system should interact with. Legacy systems are computational systems that have already been installed and are working, and that the designer of a new system should exploit without the possibility of changing them. These systems obviously will become part of the environment of MAS, since they often provide several services to the system to be developed.

(ii) Recognising those requirements concerning function-oriented and passive entities, which should not become agents for they have no goals and au-
tonomy. However in some cases it is not so easy to understand when an entity is not an agent, since the concept of “function-orientation” is not always tied with the concept of passivity.

However it is widely accepted that a pheromone is part of the environment because it is not an autonomous active entity.

So, recognising when a requirement deals with non-agent entities is a non-trivial job as well, because typically a requirement deals both with several (future) agents and non-agent entities, and such entities are closely tied. As a remark, here such function-oriented entities are supposed to be already implemented or anyway provided by someone, so they are only modelled. The design of these entities is one of the topics of next subsection.

(iii) Individuating topological constraints over the structure of the deployment context. Typically in the early phase of requirement analysis, such constraints represent physical ties over the environment, but sometimes some constraints could come from requirements.

It would be useful to keep track of the relations between requirements and legacy systems / function-oriented entities in order to create those links that will become the interaction protocols between agents and artifacts. The protocols will be properly designed later in the design phase. In addition, also the relations between requirements and constraints could be examined in order to facilitate the definition of workspaces.

Figure 4: Relations between requirement’s abstractions (top) and analysis’s abstractions (bottom)
Analysis

In the analysis phase, a model of environment composed of artifacts and workspaces is built: both the legacy systems and the function-oriented entities are modelled as artifacts (see Figure 4). According to [36], this means specifying for each of them the usage interface (the operations provided by the artifact), the operating instructions (how to access the artifact), and the function description (what services are provided by the artifact). Then the relationships previously identified, between requirements and the function-oriented entities / legacy systems, are now refined in more concrete relations between the system’s abstract entities (adopted in the other original models of the methodology) and artifacts (see Figure 4). Finally, the topological constraints generate the workspaces for structuring the environment. Sometimes, intersection and nesting of workspaces are here necessary in order to create articulated topologies coming from very complex constraints. Moreover, artifacts are allocated to the most suitable workspace(s) according to the specific topological constraints.

Design

In the design phase(s) of the methodology, the environment model does not change, only the interaction protocols are designed starting from the relations sketched out in the analysis phase. If the methodology schedules other phases such as fast prototyping or code generation, these should be adapted in order to support the generation of the new interaction protocols between agents and the entities in the environment. As interactions with the environment are uniformly seen as interactions between agents and artifact, all the above phases should apparently be no more complex than the design of MAS relying on standard agent communication protocols. In addition, if the methodology to be extended presents deployment models, these should be changed so as to support the structure of environment coming from workspaces. Simply, that model will need to be extended so that it can support the new “workspace” abstraction and the relations between workspaces.

An Example: Tropos from No-Env to Weak-Env

As an example methodology to ground our discussion we consider Tropos, which is a methodology where requirements are well structured and documented. Tropos could represent an exception in the proposed method, since it adopts a particular framework for the requirement analysis and needs a careful investigations. Requirements analysis in Tropos is split in two main phases: Early Requirements and Late Requirements analysis [4]. More precisely, during the first phase, the requirements engineer identifies the domain stakeholders and models them as social actors, who depend on one another for goals to be achieved, plans to be performed, and resources—remember that this concept does not represent an environment abstraction—to be provided.

Following our method, first of all in the Early Requirement analysis the identification of legacy system is necessary. So while the requirements engineer identifies the domain stakeholders he/she should also analyse the system specification in order to discover those legacy systems the new MAS will interact with. In particular the requirements engineer should identify the relationships among the legacy systems and stakeholders (if any exist). If legacy systems are related
with actors’ goals, then such relations need to be traced. In addition, the requirements engineer should also recognise if legacy systems are subject to some particular constraints over the environment structure. Legacy systems are then modelled as artifacts, and the topological constraints generate the workspaces. All the relationships among the entities should be traced.

In the Late Requirements analysis, the conceptual model previously identified is extended including a new actor representing the system, and a number of dependencies with other actors. These dependencies define all the functional and non-functional requirements of the system-to-be. Following our approach, this is the right stage for individuating the entities of (ii) and the other topological constraints. In particular, the requirements engineer should check carefully both the functional and non-functional requirements searching those function-oriented entities that either provide services to actors or support them in the achievement of their goals. Topological constraints typically come from non-functional requirements, so they should be deeper studied for recognising all the constraints over the environment structure. Subsequently, these entities become respectively artifacts and workspaces, and the links among artifacts and goal / actor should be traced.

The Architectural Design and the Detailed Design phases in Tropos focus on the system specification, according to the requirements resulting from the above phases. Architectural Design defines the system’s global architecture in terms of sub-systems, interconnected through data and control flows. Sub-systems are represented as actors, and data/control interconnections are represented as dependencies. Following our approach, in this phase the interaction protocols among actors/agents and artifacts should be refined according to the specific architectural structure adopted. In particular the choice of a specific architecture could lead to refine the actor model and as a consequence new and/or more refined relations among actors and artifacts could be discovered. In a similar way, the choice of the architecture could lead to identify new topological constraints over the environment and as a consequence a new refined workspaces structure could be outlined.

The architectural design provides also a mapping of the system actors to a set of software agents, each characterised by specific capabilities. The Detailed Design phase aims at specifying agent capabilities and interactions. At this point, usually, the implementation platform has already been chosen and this can be taken into account in order to perform a detailed design that will map directly to the code. Following our approach, in this phase the interaction protocols among agents and artifacts should be designed.

Finally the Implementation activity in Tropos follows step by step, in a natural way, the detailed design specification on the basis of the established mapping between the implementation platform constructs and the detailed design notions. Following our approach in this activity it is necessary to implement the interaction protocol among artifacts and agents and to organise the environment structure according to the workspaces structure.

In all, then, our method makes the introduction of the environment in Tropos not so difficult. Similar considerations could be done also for MaSE, and possibly for any other no-env AOSE methodology.
4.3 From Weak-Env to Strong-Env Methodologies

Weak-env methodologies already deal with some kinds of environment abstractions. In order to simplify their treatment, and also to make methodologies homogeneous, as a first step we suggest the artifact-based wrapping of the different existing environment abstractions explained in Subsection 4.1. Then, in order to complete the analysis phase we can then go back to the requirements, and act in a similar way as discussed in the previous subsection. However, the identification of legacy systems is not necessary here, since they have yet been modelled according to the original environment model.

Requirement Specification

The recognition of function-oriented entities—as highlighted in point (ii) of requirement specification in the previous subsection—here is not simply aimed at modelling entities already implemented in the environment, but also at discovering new function-oriented entities that are necessary to the MAS but have not already been identified. Obviously, the relations of these new entities with other abstract entities should be soon devised out: first, by outlining the links between function-oriented entities and other requirements, then sketching out the more refined relations between function-oriented entities and the abstract entities adopted by the methodology—see Figure 4-top.

Subsequently, if the methodology does not deal with topological aspects, these should be introduced finding out the topological constraints from the requirements.

Analysis

In this phase the function-oriented entities are modelled as artifacts. In addition the discovery of new artifacts is also possible during this phase, when the requirements are well structured and modelled by means of appropriate abstract entities such as roles, tasks, goals and so on. In this case, it is easier to understand whether an active entity needs some kinds of services which are not present yet in order to achieve one or more objectives.

Finally, workspaces are generated from topological constraints, and allocating artifacts and agents inside them. As for artifacts, during the analysis phase new workspaces could be discovered so as to better structure the environment.

Design

In the design phase, the discovery of new artifacts is also possible. In this phase the choices about how to structure the system are made, and the detection of new services is not so difficult. As an example, let us suppose to use a group of roles/agents for the achievement of particular complex task/goal. Borrowing a group of roles/agents as a responsible of one task/goal leads to manage the problem of how to coordinate these entities so as to achieve the task/goal. In this case, the solution could be the adoption of a suitable coordination artifact [30, 44] for managing coordination among roles. This artifact could not be discovered in the previous phases because it comes from a specific design choice—whereas other choices could lead to other solutions, as for example the design of complex coordination protocols among agents/roles without using artifacts.
Then, first of all the interaction protocols between agents and artifacts are designed starting from the relations sketched out in the analysis phase; moreover, the required artifacts are designed. The “external behaviour” of an artifact is defined by means of interaction protocols in which it is involved. The internal design could be made by following a traditional software engineering design, as for example the object oriented design, since an artifact looks like an object. Since specific guidelines for the internal artifact design have not been defined yet, the only possible choice is the adoption of traditional design techniques. However, some guidelines about the design of operating instructions are presented in [44].

If the methodology supports other phases such as fast prototyping or code generation, these should be adapted in order to support the generation of the new interaction protocols between the systems and artifacts, as well as also the code generation for the artifacts and for the workspaces. In addition, if the methodology presents deployment models, these should be changed for supporting the structure of environment as it comes from workspaces.

An Example: Gaia from Weak-Env to Strong-Env

For the sake of concreteness, we sketch here how to transform Gaia in a strong environment methodology. In Gaia the environmental model can be viewed as a list of resources, each denoted by a symbolic name, characterised by the type of actions that the agents can perform on it, and possibly associated with additional textual comments and descriptions [52]. Following our approach, first of all the resources already belonging to the environmental model should be wrapped by means of artifacts; then the requirements should be investigated looking for other function-oriented entities and for all the existing legacy systems. Both should become artifacts. In addition the requirements engineer should recognise if legacy systems are subject to some particular topological constraints over the environment structure. Such constraints eventually generate the workspaces. All the relationships among the role identified in the Preliminary Role Model and the artifacts should be traced during the construction of the Preliminary Interaction Model. Finally during the Analysis phase topological aspects could be deduced also from organisational rules, generating workspaces and allocating roles and artifacts inside them.

In the architectural design, the choice of the best system architecture is made, leading to the refinement of the role model—adding new specific roles coming from the choice of the architecture—and the interaction model. Following our approach, in this phase the choice of the particular architectural structure typically leads to the discovery of new artifacts needed to support the new role activities. In addition, the architecture choice leads to refine the interaction model and as a consequence new and/or more refined interaction protocols among roles and artifacts could be discovered. In a similar way the choice of the architecture could lead to identify new topological constraints over the environment and as a consequence a new refined workspaces structure could be delineated.

Finally in Gaia, in the detailed design stage, roles are assigned to agents, and artifacts should be internally designed according to a traditional software engineering design. In addition the interaction protocols among agents and artifacts should be designed.
Again, this example shows how artifacts and workspaces could be adopted inside a weak-env methodology to make it a strong-env one.

5 Related Work

Literature dealing with both environment and agent-oriented methodologies is not abundant. Works of that sort are usually more focussed on sociality features, so they typically present some comparison among methodologies (one example is in [19]) and simply point out whether a methodology supports the concept of environment or not. As an example in [40] a good framework for the evaluation of the methodologies is presented, accounting for a large number of agent features (organisations, roles, beliefs, desires and so on) as well as some criteria for the evaluation of the development process—however, environment is not considered at all.

At the same time, so little research has been devoted to the issue of how to introduce the notion of environment in a methodology—an AOSE methodology, in particular. At the best of our knowledge, there is only one work [12] investigating how to introduce an environmental model in a methodology. The methodology considered there is O-MaSE (Organisation-Based Multiagent System Engineering [10]), an evolution of MaSE dealing with the design of organisational MAS. Authors describe an approach to the modelling of MAS interactions with its environment: the key concepts in their approach are capabilities and the environment model. In particular, the environment is modelled as a set of objects/agents, and a set of relations between such objects/agents. Through a set of capabilities belonging to agents, agents have access to a set of operations that they may perform upon environment objects, whose effect are governed by environmental laws. This work is obviously very interesting in this context, and in the conclusions the authors argue about a possible integration of the concepts of their AEI (Agent-Environment Interaction) Model into existing methodologies: however, they do not specify how to introduce their key concepts into other methodologies, so their approach turns to be too strict in scope. Also, even in principle, such a process looks not so easy: in fact, the meta-model of AEI is largely tailored upon the MaSE meta-model, and some of the elements implicitly require the MaSE specific agent model. As a result, the introduction of environment according to AEI seems to be potentially invasive, since it would involve the creation of a new model for the environment and also affects the agent model: in fact, adopting the AEI meta-model would tie agents with the concept of “capabilities”, thus requiring a substantial change to the original agent model of the methodology to be extended. Even more, AEI does not consider topology at all.

Another interesting work is the methodology proposed by Simonin and Gechter [39] that establishes the link between the representation of the problem, expressed as environmental constraints, and agent behaviours, which are regulation items of the environmental perturbations. The environment is modelled by means of the definition of its structure (the topology) and the laws that govern its dynamics. Then no environment abstractions are considered by the methodology for representing the environment, so it is not clear how and where the environment laws are enforced.

Finally, also the work on methodology fragmentation conducted by IEEE-
FIPA Methodology Technical Committee [16] is very interesting in our environment-AOSE perspective. In fact, the Committee has developed a method for assembling pieces out of the methodology processes starting from a meta-model of methodologies. An interesting fragment ([1]) is provided by the ADELFE methodology: there, in fact, the environment model is extracted from the methodology and a new fragment is create. However, the fragment uses the specific environment abstractions adopted by ADELFE, which appear not general enough to be widely applied to other methodologies. In addition the fragment is not yet well documented, and it is then not so clear what is actually needed for merging the fragment within a methodology like SODA.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

The key role of environment as a first-class abstraction in the engineering of MAS is today generally acknowledged in the MAS community. In this work we have highlighted the importance of both environment abstractions and topologies for the complete modelling of MAS environment.

However, we have observed that in the AOSE field a small number of methodologies actually deal with environment as a first-class abstractions, while some others provide MAS engineers with only one model of the environment, and a few others do not consider environment as a first-class abstraction at all, yet. Furthermore, even in the case of methodologies actually modelling MAS environment, such feature is often somehow hidden or not-well documented. In our survey, we have tried to understand in depth how each methodology handles MAS environment, and which sorts of environment abstractions it adopts. The first result of our work is then a classification of methodologies in three different categories: strong-environment viewpoint (methodologies that consider environment as a first-class abstraction), weak-environment viewpoint (methodologies that only model environment) and no-environment viewpoint (methodologies that do not consider environment).

As a further contribution, we have then proposed a possible method for introducing the treatment of environment in no-env methodologies—thus transforming them in weak-env methodologies; afterwards, we have shown how to transform weak-env methodologies in strong-env methodologies. To this end, we have shown how to exploit artifacts as a general-purpose environment abstraction, and workspaces as an abstraction for modelling topologies. These abstractions have already been fruitfully used in a strong-env methodology.

Further investigations are obviously necessary in order to fully demonstrate the general applicability of our method. Accordingly, we plan to actually apply our approach to different methodologies, and to make it as detailed as possible in order to make its application easy and immediate. In particular we plan to create some specific fragments for treating MAS environment in each phase of the development process. This should simplify the introduction of the environment in the no-env methodologies, as well as the improvement of the weak-env methodologies. In addition, this could promote the definition of an effective pattern for the creation of new methodologies dealing with MAS environment as a first-class abstraction.
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